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Year 2020 was the second year for UEF DSA newspaper.

During 2019 , UEF DSA newspaper evolved from a
curiosity to a real newspaper. Many authors submitted
various texts and materials to be published. In the Autumn
of 2019, Ari J. Tervashonka established the UEF DSA
science series which became a platform to publish
scientific texts.
The page count of 2019 was
1+8+12+12+12+12+24+28=109 pages.

You can find the UEFDSA Newspaper Annual yearbook
2019, for example, from here
https://www.bod.fi/kirjakauppa/uefdsa-newspaper-annual-
yearbook-2019-ari-tervashonka-9789528018681

During 2020 , our page count of 2020 is 16+36+40+75 =
167 pages. The general series and science series take a
50% share each.
The issue 1 of 2020 contained scientific texts; and invited
to visit Joensuu botanical garden and to join the UEF DSA
annual general meeting. We also discussed COVID-19
which was already knocking on our door. Soon it would be
the time of regulations and work-from-home.

https://www.bod.fi/kirjakauppa/uefdsa-newspaper-annual-yearbook-2019-ari-tervashonka-9789528018681


In issue 2 of 2020, the new chair of UEF DSA greeted the
readers of the newspaper. Beautiful nature photos
encouraged us to take our socially distanced strolls in the
outdoors. We learned about Finnish folklore and how
similar Finland and Hungary can look. The other half of the
issue consisted of scientific topics.
The issue 3 of 2020, contained critical discussions abou the
ISYY student profile study report and the relationship of
university and market was discussed. The established UEF
DSA Grant Application Support was announced. DSAGAS
and offers support here https://integraali.com/dsagas/ In
this issue, the layout took good hints from the books of
Edward Tufte.

In issue 4 of 2020, we saw the beautiful mushroom photos
of Rowmika Ravi, together with a poem. In our first Long
play, we discussed the case of Marko Koskelo. Marko is an
active representative in the student union. The aerial cover
photos by Anne Sorsa were amazing, as well as an
intermission space photo from Jari Turunen.

We wish to thank all contributors. Both the scientific and
hobby content are important. In particular, the photos and
contents by Rowmika and Szabi made 2020 more
refreshing. We congratulate the authors of scientific texts
who spent their time wisely and earned their merits.
Editor in chief Juha-Matti Huusko

Science series head
editor’s foreword

Last year we saw proper growth of the level of journalism
in our paper. Furthermore, in case of quality, UEF DSA
Newspaper has received much positive feedback from

https://integraali.com/dsagas/


journalists. After Uljas magazine some of the student
papers such as Varnitsa magazine has risen in quality over
the years. It is noteworthy and relieving to say that the
independent critical journalism has not died in academic
bubble of UEF because many other papers are working
now more on actual critical journalism than years ago.

Uljas magazine taught me the value of critical journalism
and how it coincides and argues within democratic society.
Journalism is always needed because democracy in a
country or in any institutions need freedom of expression
and quality journalism to overcome mental blocks, and to
safeguard democratic processes. Without critical eye,
nothing can fundamentally develop and without public eye
institutions deteriorate.

In addition to these magazines in general provide
environment for growth of the writers. In academia most of
the people will b expected professional writing skills. Every
issue on any magazine that is done within University serves
not only the audience but also writers themselves and the
rise of skills that are coinciding with clear and punctual
writing.

In addition, for these basic skills UEF DSA Newspaper
science series offers platform for scientific writing that is
not only needed for the practice of scientific writing, but
also getting new ideas open faster and for gaining more
quality content for publication lists. It is very arduous to try
to justify tens of thousands funding applications if there is
no hint of working on anything. Writings themselves display
the actual skills of a writer and enchant the idea of hard-
working person. Therefore, even making extra articles on
the side of the PhD is great way of showing that you are
doing science seriously, not as a hobby. But we must also
remember that there are differing limitations in each field



of study in this regard. Some of the articles need consistent
laboratory work, fieldwork or over half a year of
mathematical theories or cumulation of tens of books and
articles for one article in humanities. Still there is choice of
writing in addition on methodology, philosophy of
methodology, philosophy of science in relation to
researched topic, reviews, maybe even methodological
theory (although very long process). In addition to peer
reviewed articles scientific writings can be speculative
essays when creating something new, work in progress. You
can voice your opinions in columns but also in form of
longer essays or critiques.

Above all the act of writing of anything new is intuitive
intrinsic beautiful echo of thoughts coinciding with
elements of the reality and imaginaries. To create new is
the demand to fully engage in creative analytical process,
but without the limitations of said process. Beauty of
selected works and arranged argumentation sequences
make sweet aftertaste to any text, thus splendour of views
need also proper wording and emotionally valuable
message to be understood and recognised. For many
demands such the like of these can be overcome with more
varied writing. Art part of the writing cannot be negated
from any field of study because we as writers are writing to
other humans as in conveying our ideas on behalf of
humanity towards others. We make science.

Ari J. Tervashonka
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